
Patton Valley Vineyard is a unique and delightful slice of grape 
growing heaven, on top of a little outcropping in the foothills of 
the Coast Range at an elevation of 300-500 feet. Our vineyard 
has ample sun, cool breezes, and slopes to every aspect with a 

single soil type called Laurelwood. It’s basically paradise. 
Planted in 1997, this clonally-diverse site has been producing 

some of the most elegant wines in the Willamette Valley for two 
decades.  

  
We farm organically under LIVE guidelines which allows the 

ecosystem to thrive without being choked out by synthetic 
chemicals. As such, farming here takes a lot of work. This 
hands-on approach keeps us very busy but our vines very 

happy. In the winery, by contrast, we are hands-off, doing as 
little as possible to interfere with nature’s course. This gives our 

site, our fruit, and our wines the loudest voice in the room 
rather than being drowned out by the processes by which they 

were made.  
  

Our Pinot Noir Blanc is named to celebrate the mother of Dave 
Chen, one of our owners. Fu-Mei is Chinese for “rich and 

beautiful”, and an apt description of this very special wine. 
Fruit sourced exclusively from the Barn Block was hand picked, 

quickly and gently pressed, and then barrel fermented in the 
tradition of fine white Burgundy.  

The 2015 Fu-Mei is a stunner. Its broad, appealing nose has 
layered notes of peach, citrus, tropical fruit, slate, and subtle 

spice. The palate is fresh and vibrant, with complexity 
throughout. It dances on the palate, and is graceful and fleet of 
foot. The structure has just enough heft to stand up to richer 

foods, and the spice and acid provide lift and freshness so that it 
stands well on it’s own. Except this wine to age well, and to 

develop into something with nuance and charm. Easy drinking 
now, this will thrive for at least 8 years.  

  

75 Cases Produced

VINEYARD 
100% Patton Valley Estate Vineyard, Gaston, OR

pH  
     3.21   

HARVEST DATE 
September 8, 2015

ALCOHOL 
13.6%

ÉLEVAGE 
16 months in 33% new 
French oak barrels, sur 

lie

PRODUCTION 
Hand-picked, destemmed,  

cold fermented, gently pressed, 
unfined, unfiltered

Dijon Clone 777, all from House Block


